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1 WIRING DIAGRAM BY MODEL This document describes car models to which the AFC neo (Product code:
401-A917) is applicable, and ECU terminal arrangement drawings.
WIRING DIAGRAM BY MODEL
The Toyota Mark II (Japanese: ãƒˆãƒ¨ã‚¿ãƒ»ãƒžãƒ¼ã‚¯II, Toyota MÄ•ku II) is a mid-size sedan manufactured
and marketed in Japan by Toyota between 1968 and 2004. Prior to 1984, the model was marketed as the
Toyota Corona Mark II.In some export markets, Toyota marketed the vehicle as the Toyota Cressida
(Japanese: ãƒˆãƒ¨ã‚¿ãƒ»ã‚¯ãƒ¬ã‚·ãƒ¼ãƒ€, Toyota KureshÄ«da) between 1976 and 1992 across four ...
Toyota Mark II - Wikipedia
1 This wiring diagram booklet is designed for use with the REV SPEED METER 405-A912/405-A916. Please
be sure to read the instruction manual for the REV SPEED METER ...
REV SPEED METER Specific Wiring Diagram - A'PEXi
The Toyota JZ engine family is a series of inline-6 automobile engines. A replacement for the M-series
inline-6 engines, the JZ engines were 24-valve DOHC engines. The JZ engine was offered in 2.5- and
3.0-litre versions.
Toyota JZ engine - Wikipedia
Hardware Feature comparison against other manufacturer of ECUs This is a comparison of the major
differences (most important to the end customer) of well known or well respected ECUs.Other features are
not compared since that is not the whole point of the comparison.
HKS ECU Hardware - 1jzmerc.com
Toyota 4Runner Engines For Sale. TOYOTA JZ ENGINES. The JZ engine from Toyota is a chain of six lined
up automobile engines. Created as a substitute for M-series inline-six engines that utilized a 24-valve DOHC.
Used Toyota Engines For Sale South Africa
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What cars is the PowerFC not supported on?: Vehicles such as the Nissan Stagea are not supported
however the Stage features a Skyline engine (either rb25de, rb25det, rb26dett) engine and standard
computer, so a suitable PowerFC for same engine year/model *should* work fine engine/computer.
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